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The size (heights and lengths) of wind waves depends on

- Wind Speed and    direction

- Duration

- Fetch – overwater distance on which wind acts
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The result is a variety of waves of differing lengths and heights  !
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Winds produce Waves !



Ocean Wind Wave Spectrum
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e.g.   Period  T  =  9 sec
L = 5.12 x 81 =  421 ft

C =  Speed of Advance  =  Celerity

C =  √ gL/2π

=  46 ft/sec  = ~ 27 kts

where   g = acceleration of gravity
L = wavelength

L = 5.12 T2

T=  Period in sec

T = 6 sec   =>  ~ 17 kts



Deep Water Transformations











https://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/viewer.shtml?-gfswave-latest-hs-NW_atlantic-

GFS WAVE PRODUCT VIEWER

https://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/viewer.shtml?-gfswave-latest-hs-NW_atlantic-












ECMWF | Advancing global NWP through international collaboration

https://www.ecmwf.int/


ECMWF | Advancing global NWP through international collaboration

https://www.ecmwf.int/
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Storm Sandy - Wave Heights

 

 

CLIS Hsig

CLIS Hmax

WLIS Hsig

Long Island Sound Integrated Coastal Observing System – lisicos.uconn.edu
A component of NERACOOS – neracoos.org 
Warning : data is considered provisional and subject to change.
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Hsig = significant wave height
Hmax = maximum wave height



Source: van Dorn  1993  Oceanography and Seamanship 2nd ed.

Winds against

the current

Winds with the

current

Ocean Wave Periods

T typical = 10 sec

Vc   = ~  5kts



Breaking Condition  H/L = 1/7

L =  f(period)



Rogue Wave  - Draupner Platform  - January 1, 1995

Rogue Wave ….waves whose height is more than twice the

significant wave height (SWH) ! ?









The Coffin Corner

When a yacht is on a broad reach at a narrow range of headings, there may be a considerable time when the 
yacht wake and ocean wave are interacting.  The result is the energy of the yacht wave, represented by its height, 
is slowly added to the ocean wave. This can happen for many seconds. If the ocean wave is near a breaking height, 
eventually, the wave will break at the yacht’s stern and could come crashing aboard with even greater energy than 
usual, since it has been supercharged by the yacht wake. By only altering the yacht heading slightly, she can be 
kept out of this dangerous operating area.  This particular range of headings in which the boat wake interacts with 
the wind waves producing unusually steep and breaking waves has been termed the Coffin Corner.

Ted Brainard II

Hypothesis



Also see:  Desirable and Undesirable Characteristics of Offshore Yachts ,  1987

- Deepwater Wavelength =  5.12  T2 ( L in feet)                      

- Waves break when Height/Length ~  1:7

- Shoaling causes Length to decrease and Height to increase

- Shoaling” can be caused by decreasing depth or wind against current 



“Races are lost on the water”

Anon..

Preparation is Everything

https://sas.cruisingclub.org/weather/online

https://sas.cruisingclub.org/weather/online



